Contrasting Chemistry of Block Copolymer Films Controls the Dynamics of Protein Self-Assembly at the Nanoscale.
Biological systems are able to control the assembly and positioning of proteins with nanoscale precision, as exemplified by the intricate molecular structures within cell membranes, virus capsids, and collagen matrices. Controlling the assembly of biomolecules is critical for the use of biomaterials in artificial systems such as antibacterial coatings, engineered tissue samples, and implanted medical devices. Furthermore, understanding the dynamics of protein assembly on heterogeneous templates will ultimately enable the control of protein crystallization in general. Here, we show a biomimetic, hierarchical bottom-up approach to direct the self-assembly of crystalline S-layers through nonspecific interactions with nanostructured block copolymer (BCP) thin-film templates. A comparison between physically and chemically patterned BCP substrates shows that chemical heterogeneity is required to confine the adhesion and self-assembly of S-layers to specific BCP domains. Furthermore, we show that this mechanism can be extended to direct the formation of collagen fibers along the principal direction of the underlying BCP substrate. The dynamics of protein self-assembly at the solid-liquid interface are followed using in situ high-resolution atomic force microscopy under continuous flow conditions, allowing the determination of the rate constants of the self-assembly. A pattern of alternating, chemically distinct nanoscale domains drastically increases the rate of self-assembly compared to non-patterned chemically homogeneous substrates.